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I. Subject:   ECO 2023 Principles of Microeconomics 

                    

Topic:  Effects of Externalities  

Grade:   College Level 

Time:   Three 50-minute lessons 

 

II. Goal: Introduce students to the concept of externalities and the effect on the production of 

goods that cause “negative externalities” and “positive externalities” and there link to the 

human impact on nature.   

 

III. Instructional Objectives: Students will: 

 

1. study what exactly are externalities and the effects of externalities the “optimal 

level of production 

2. develop an understanding of where externalities come from 

3. become aware of government policies that can be used to help deal with the 

problem of externalities 

IV. Content Outline:  
 

1. What are externalities? 

2. Government policies to help deal with externalities 

 

V. Instructional Strategies 

 

Warm-up:   
    

Activities Lesson: 

1. Homework: Before class 

- Students will be asked to define an externality given the definition in the text.  

(Definition is a benefit or cost that affects someone who is not directly involved in the 

production or consumption of a good or service) 

 

-Students will read the following article about the causes of acid rain and answer the 

following question. http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/what/index.html 

    -Does the production of electricity cause a negative externality?  

 

-Students will read about the effects of acid rain and reflect on the human impact on 

nature. http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/effects/  

 

-Watch the four videos from Khan Academy on Positive Externalities, Negative 

Externalities, Taxing Negative Externalities, and the Tragedy of the commons 

http://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/microeconomics/consumer-

producer-surplus/externalities-topic/v/negative-externalities 

http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/what/index.html
http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/effects/
http://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/microeconomics/consumer-producer-surplus/externalities-topic/v/negative-externalities
http://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/microeconomics/consumer-producer-surplus/externalities-topic/v/negative-externalities


 

-After watching the videos students will think about government policies that could be 

implemented to deal with the problem of externalities, specifically to the example of 

acid rain.  

 

2. Instructor will go over these concepts in class and going over problem sets in order to 

help solidify the concepts with the students. Instructor will ask students about goods or 

services that have external benefits or cost and how the government creates incentives so 

people consume more goods with positive external benefits and less of those goods with 

external costs.   

 

Homework: Assume The model below is the market for cars. If the government did not 

intervene in this market the number of cars that would be produced would be 250 million. 

What could the government do in this situation? Be specific. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. Assessment: Evaluation of homework and the material covered will be part of the 

exam 

 

Price 

150 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100 

 

90 

MPC (marginal 

private cost) 

MPS (marginal 

social cost) 

200       250                        Quantity of cars million 

Demand 



 

     

VII. Materials:  

 

 

1. khan academy video. www.khanacademy.org 

2. Textbook: Microeconomics R.Glenn Hubbard Anthony Patrick O’Brien 

3. www.epa.gov  

 

VIII. Miami Dade College General Education Outcomes: 

 

Outcome #4:  Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate, and apply information 

Outcome #10: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of  

  humans on the environment. 

 

      ECO2023 Course Competencies: 

Competency 4: The student will demonstrate knowledge of production costs   

 

 

 

 

http://www.khanacademy.org/

